The Company

Morland manufactures timberbased products used in interior fit
out in industries across the UK and
Europe. Founded in 1972 and still
in the same private ownership, the
business delivers over 50,000 cubic
metres of decorative panels and
a million metres of architectural
profiles every year.

The company’s vision is to supply high quality fit out
materials that are fully finished so the customer only
has to assemble and secure the fix: “flat-pack fit out.”
All of the machining, cutting, drilling and decoration
is undertaken by Morland within quality controlled
factories; the ISO 9001:2000 standard is operated
across the business.
Morland supports lean manufacturing by providing
a true Just In Time delivery service of batch specific
materials to rolling production line schedules.
A powerful M.R.P. system and an organisational
structure that has staff dedicated to order fulfilment,
ensures outstanding service levels.
Today our supply chain is worldwide. We import quality
materials from long term supply partners across the
globe. Our environmental policy prohibits the use
of illegally logged timber and supports sustainable
forestry. Morland has both FSC and PEFC certification
for the purchase, processing, sales and distribution of
certified timber.

www.morland-uk.com

Product Ranges
Panels
Morland is one of the UK’s leading producers of
wood-based decorative panels. Our expertise in the
combination of board and covering allows us to tailor
cost effective products.
An extensive choice of board materials and
coverings are available, depending on the required
application. Morland is part of the Newmor Group
and operates alongside Newmor wall coverings. Visit
www.newmor.com to see the fabulous range of wall
coverings available.
As well as Newmor wallcoverings, Morland offers a
range of decorative surfaces from Abet, Arpa, Egger,
Polyrey and Wilsonart
By having the ability to bond laminate to BS EN
204:2001 and to undertake shaped and curved edge
banding, Morland can realise the concepts of designers
looking for attractive panel products. Whether it
is a worktop for a caravan, or a wet wall system for
a modular changing room, Morland can provide the
product to suit.

to achieving a co-ordinated fit-out. For example,
the same finish can be applied to MDF, aluminium
and plastic to allow clients to combine substrates
depending upon the application of the profile.
This approach allows Morland to fine tune the profile
to suit the purpose exactly. Our technical department
can take a rough sketch to produce a fully detailed
CAD drawing for approval prior to manufacture.
Once approved, that drawing becomes integral to the
manufacturing process and is embedded within the
works order.

Prefit
Morland Prefit offers joinery and furniture items that
are fully finished. For anyone fitting out and wishing to
avoid wet trades, Morland Prefit can help.
We sell internal timber fully finished doors, ranging
from melamine faced hollow core doors to veneered
FD60 performance doorsets.
We supply case goods ranging from face frame robe
systems and drawer boxes through to bed carcasses
and furniture components.

Profiles

Our expertise with light weight materials allows us to
offer worktops and table tops that perform to high
standards yet weigh remarkably little.

Morland offer a broad range of decorative finishes on a
variety of substrates to deliver a sophisticated solution

We supply wall panel systems that can be lightweight,
curved or suitable for wet rooms.
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